
Chapter 3

Measurement &
Transformations

3.1 Measurement Scales: Traditional Classifica-

tion

Statisticians call an attribute on which observations differ a variable. The type of
unit on which a variable is measured is called a scale. Traditionally, statisticians
talk of four types of measurement scales: (1) nominal, (2) ordinal, (3) interval,
and (4) ratio.

3.1.1 Nominal Scales

The word nominal is derived from nomen, the Latin word for name. Nominal
scales merely name differences and are used most often for qualitative variables
in which observations are classified into discrete groups. The key attribute for
a nominal scale is that there is no inherent quantitative difference among the
categories. Sex, religion, and race are three classic nominal scales used in the
behavioral sciences. Taxonomic categories (rodent, primate, canine) are nomi-
nal scales in biology. Variables on a nominal scale are often called categorical
variables.

For the neuroscientist, the best criterion for determining whether a variable
is on a nominal scale is the “plotting” criteria. If you plot a bar chart of, say,
means for the groups and order the groups in any way possible without making
the graph “stupid,” then the variable is nominal or categorical. For example,
were the variable strains of mice, then the order of the means is not material.
Hence, “strain” is nominal or categorical. On the other hand, if the groups were
0 mgs, 10mgs, and 15 mgs of active drug, then having a bar chart with 15 mgs
first, then 0 mgs, and finally 10 mgs is stupid. Here “milligrams of drug” is not
a nominal or categorical variable.
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3.1.2 Ordinal Scales

Ordinal scales rank-order observations. Class rank and horse race results are
examples. There are two salient attributes of an ordinal scale. First, there is
an underlying quantitative measure on which the observations differ. For class
rank, this underlying quantitative attribute might be composite grade point
average, and for horse race results it would be time to the finish line. The second
attribute is that individual differences individual on the underlying quantitative
measure are either unavailable or ignored. As a result, ranking the horses in a
race as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. hides the information about whether the first-place
horse won by several lengths or by a nose.

There are a few occasions in which ordinal scales may be preferred to using
a quantitative index of the underlying scale. College admission officers, for
example, favor class rank to GPA in order to overcome the problem of the
different criteria used by school districts in calculating GPA. In general, however,
measurement of the underlying quantitative dimension is preferred to rank-
ordering observations because the resulting scale has greater statistical power
than the ordinal scale.

3.1.3 Interval Scales

In ordinal scales, the interval between adjacent values is not constant. For
example, the difference in finishing time between the 1st place horse and the
2nd horse need not the same as that between the 2nd and 3rd place horses. An
interval scale has a constant interval between adjacent numbers but lacks a true
0 point. As a result, one can add and subtract values on an interval scale, but
one cannot multiply or divide units.

Temperature used in day-to-day weather reports is the classic example of
an interval scale. The assignment of the number 0 to a particular height in
a column of mercury is an arbitrary convenience apparent to everyone anyone
familiar with the difference between the Celsius and Fahrenheit scales. As a
result, one cannot say that 30o C is twice as warm as 15o C because that
statement involved implied multiplication. To convince yourself, translate these
two into Fahrenheit and ask whether 86o F is twice as warm as 50o F.

Nevertheless, temperature has constant intervals between numbers, permit-
ting one to add and subtract. The difference between 28o C and 21o C is
7Celsius units as is the difference between 53o C and 46o C. Again, convert
these to Fahrenheit and ask whether the difference between 82.4o F and 69.8o
F is the same in Fahrenheit units as the difference between 127.4o F and 114.8o
F?

3.1.4 Ratio Scales

A ratio scale has the property of equal intervals but also has a true 0 point. As
a result, one can multiply and divide as well as add and subtract using ratio
scales. Units of time (msec, hours), distance and length (cm, kilometers), weight
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(mg, kilos), and volume (cc) are all ratio scales. Scales involving division of two
ratio scales are also themselves ratio scales. Hence, rates (miler per hour) and
adjusted volumetric measures (mg/dL) are ratio scales. Note that even though
a ratio scale has a true 0 point, it is possible that the nature of the variable
is such that a value of 0 will never be observed. Human height is measured
on a ratio scale but every human has a height greater than 0. Because of the
multiplicative property of ratio scales, it is possible to make statements that 60
mg of fluoexetine is three times as great as 20 mg.

3.2 Measurement Scales: Other Views

We presented the traditional classification of measurement scales because the
terminology is widely used in statistics. Modern statisticians, however, rec-
ognize problems in this system and urge students to be cognizant of several
other properties of measurement scales (Mosteller & Tukey, 1977; Velleman &
Wilkinson, 1993). We review some of these properties here.

Before this review, however, we must point out a well-established principle
about measurement scales and statistics. The order of the traditional measure-
ment scales presented above—nominal, then ordinal, then interval, then ratio—
is from weakest to strongest in terms of statistical inference. If there is a choice
among measurement scales, then always select the highest (i.e., strongest) scale.
Hence, an interval scale should be preferred to a nominal scale, an interval scale
to an ordinal scale, and so on.

3.2.1 Continuous and Discrete Variables

A continuous variable has an infinite number of possible values between any
two points on the measurement scale. For example, mouse weight will have an
infinite number of possible values between 25 grams and 26 grams because one
could always add extra decimal places to the measurement.

A discrete variable on the other hand can only take on a limited number of
values. By their nature, all categorical variables are discrete, but so are many
variables measured on ratio scales. One very important type of discrete variable
measured on a ratio scale is a count such as the number of pups in a rat litter
or number of correct responses on memory task. Counts are always positive
integers.

3.2.2 Bounded Variables

All variables probably have mathematical bounds imposed by nature—the weight
of an adult human brain, for example, has a lower and upper bound even though
the exact numbers for these bounds may be unclear. The term bounded vari-
ables, on the other hand, refers to measurement scales with a mathematical
boundary. Counts, for example, have a lower bound of 0 while percents have a
lower bound of 0 as well as an upper bound of 100.
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Bounded variables may—but not have to—present problems for statistics.
For example, many statistics apply the normal curve to data. The equation for
the normal curve assumes that scores are symmetric around the mean and can
range from negative infinity to positive infinity (although as scores deviate more
and more from the mean, the probability of observing them becomes less and
less). It is impossible to have a negative amount for an assay, so technically the
normal distribution does not apply. If negative values, however, are very far
from the mean in the curve, it will make no difference in the analysis.

In contrast, many variables measured as percents may have values that clus-
ter close to 0 (or 100). In such cases, mathematical transformations of the
original variables are used and the statistical analysis is performed on the trans-
formed values (see Section 3.4).

3.2.3 Categorical versus Categorized Variables

True categorical variables place observations into groups in which there is no
implication about differences in magnitude between the groups. A dichotomous
variable has two mutually exclusive categories with no implication of a difference
in magnitude between the categories. Sex (male versus female) is dichotomous as
is virginity (either you are or you were). The term binary variable is synonymous
with dichotomous variable. The phrase polychotomous refers to a categorical
variable with more than two mutually exclusive classes.

Categorized variables, on the other hand, develop arbitrary—but often meaningful—
classes from a variable that is inherently quantitative. A dichotomized variable
is one that has an underlying quantitative scale in which an arbitrary cut point
is used to divide observations into two classes. Classic examples are the cut-
offs for cholesterol levels or blood pressure that are used in medicine to make
treatment decisions about hypercholesterolemia and hypertension. The term
polychotomized applies to two or more cut points that result in more than two
ordered classes—e.g., blood pressure could give hypotensive, normotensive, and
hypertensive groups.

As in most attempts at classification, there are large gray areas that are not
well captured by distinguishing categorical from categorized variables. Cancer
is clearly categorical but within cancer victims it is important to quantify the
stage of the cancer. Psychiatric disorders provide another gray area. Many
regard a diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder as a categorized variable
reflecting an underlying continuum of prosocial to antisocial behavior, but the
same consensus will not be found for schizophrenia.

A further gray area is the ordered group variable. An ordered group variable
has one (or possibly more) underlying quantitative dimension(s) but lacks clear
cut points to separates the groups. Division of professorial ranks into assistant,
associate, and full professors is an example of an ordered group variable. Some
classification systems in psychopathology also use ordered groups. For exam-
ple, the “schizophrenia spectrum” may be defined as not affected, schizotypal
personality disorder, and schizophrenia.
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3.2.4 A Group is not a Group is not a Group

One of the most persistent statistical problems in medicine and neuroscience is a
failure to distinguish categorical variables from categorized and ordered groups.
There is a tendency to view “a group” much as Gertrude Stein viewed a rose—
a group is a group is a group. Such a statement is tantamount to statistical
heresy because the optimal procedures for analyzing categorical variables are not
the same as those for categorized or ordered groups. We alluded to this while
outlining nominal variables (see Section 3.1.1), but the principle is so important
that we reiterate it here/

In truly categorical variables, the ordering of the groups is completely imma-
terial. For example, in a chart, the bar for males could come before or after the
one for females. Now consider a dose-response study that administers either 0
mg, 10mg, 15mg, or 20mg of an active drug to a randomly chosen rat. Imagine
the response from the editor and reviewers to a submitted journal article that
contained a figure starting with a bar from the 20 mg group, followed by one
from the 10 mg group, then the placebo, and finally the 15 mg group. Yet the
statistical procedure used to test for differences among means often treats this
ordering as just as perfectly fine and logical.

Even though there are four groups of rats, these groups are not categorical.
They differ on a quantitative dimension and hence are categorized. Both the
ordering of the groups in the hypothetical figure as well as the statistics for
testing means should reflect this fact. To follow the principle outlined at above,
a variable using the ratio scale of 0, 10, 15, and 25 should be analyzed in place
of a nominal variable that effectively treats any single ordering of the groups as
just as logical and rational as any other possible ordering of the groups.

From a purely statistical viewpoint there is one overriding principle—whenever
possible, analyze the quantitative variable in place of the categorized group vari-
able. In the case of ordered groups, then use an ordinal scale. One will usually
gain greater statistical power from the quantitative variable and quantitative
variables can undercover important nonlinear relationships that are sometimes
impossible to detect with group variables1. We will have more to say about this
matter later, but the principle is so important this it should be memorized here.

3.2.5 Groups: Data analysis versus data presentation

While one should always analyze data using the best quantitative metric, it
is not necessary to graphically present the data that way. The purpose of
data presentation is to convey the results in as simple and straight forward a
way as possible so that a reader can easily comprehend them. Hence, even
though the statistical procedure may not analyze groups, it is legitimate (and
often recommended) to present line or bar charts of groups means and standard
errors. In some cases (see Section X.X for an example), it is possible to present

1This principle applies to the analysis of data and should not be used to justify abandon-
ment of categorized variables in clinical practice.
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observed means along with the predictions of a quantitative model to assess how
well (or poorly) the model fits the data.

3.3 Psychometrics

Many areas of human neuroscience gather data using psychometric instruments—
interviews, questionnaires, and tests. Two essential properties of psychometric
instruments are their reliability and the validity.

3.3.1 Reliability

Reliability is defined as the repeatability of measurement. If one gave the same
interview, questionnaire, or test on two occasions, then how well would the
results on the first administration predict those of the second administration?
If the level of prediction is high, then the psychometric instruments is said to
be reliable. If predictability is poor, then the instrument is unreliable.

The time interval between the administrations of the measuring instruments
depends on the nature of the trait under study and on the type of reliability.
One type of reliability, termed internal consistency reliability, actually mea-
sures reliability for a single administration. Internal consistency reliability is
appropriate only for scales where each item measures the same trait2. Here, the
reliability consists of how well scores on, say, a subset of items predict scores
on other subsets of items. When all the items (e.g., the individual words) on
a single scale (e.g., a vocabulary test) are purported to measure the same trait
(e.g., vocabulary ability) then the scale should have high internal consistency
reliability.

Some traits—mood, for instance—can change in a matter of hours. Hence, a
neuroscientist interested in affect might examine the reliability of a mood mea-
sure using a time interval of an hour or two. Other traits—e.g., intelligence—
might be expected to change little over the course of a week or two. Hence, the
time interval required to assess the reliability of a measure of intelligence could
be much greater than that for mood. Often, psychometricians will administer
a different form of the test on each occasion to control for memory effects3.

It is important to distinguish reliability from trait stability, although in prac-
tice the two concepts blend into each other rather than being discrete entities.
The time interval for reliability testing depends on a theoretical implication
and/or common-sense judgment about how quickly individual differences in trait
may change for natural reasons. Stability, on the other hand, is an empirical
question about how well one can predict trait scores over a long period of time.
Reliability of measurement is a prerequisite for assessing trait stability. If the
measure has poor reliability, then any assessment of stability must be ques-
tioned. High reliability, on the other hand, does not imply high stability. A

2Psychometricians term such scales homogeneous scales. Scales composed of items mea-
suring different traits are called heterogeneous scales.

3The different forms of a test are referred to as parallel forms.
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measure of mood may be reliable, but the correlation between scores assessed
now and a year from now may be low.

3.3.2 Validity

The validity of a psychometric instrument is defined as the extent to which the
instrument measures what it purports to measure. The concept of test validity
has a bewildering array of flavors, only some of which can be detailed here.

3.3.2.1 Content Validity

Content validity is defined as the extent to which there is common-sense agree-
ment between an item on a scale and the trait that the scale claims to measure.
For example, consider the following item: “the meaning of the word garrulous is
________.” The item would have good content validity if the scale were a
measure of vocabulary but poor content validity if the scale measured working
memory.

3.3.2.2 Criterion Validity

Criterion validity is the extent to which scores on the instrument predict some
preordained criterion measure usually—and sometimes, euphemistically—referred
to as the “gold standard.” Virtually all structured interviews designed to diag-
nose psychiatric disorder assess validity using this yardstick. Here, the results
using a newly developed interview are compared to those using the best avail-
able interview (or some combination of interview and clinical judgment). If
the results agree, then the new interview is said to be valid. Note that this
procedure can result in the evolution of a “gold standard.” The new interview,
for example, could replace the old one as the preferred criterion for assessing
validity.

3.3.2.3 Construct Validity

Construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 19xx) consists of the extent to which
the instrument correlates with those variables that, according to theory and
previous research, it should correlated with and does not correlate with other
variables that it should not predict. For example, a measure of intelligence might
be expected to predict grades in school and standardized academic achievement
tests in language and mathematics but not personality traits or interest patterns.

3.3.2.4 Relationship between Reliability and Validity

The classic view here is that reliability of measurement is a sine qua non (i.e.,
is necessary) for validity, but that reliability per se is no guarantee of validity.
For example, adult head circumference is highly reliable, but it is too weakly
correlated with IQ to act as a valid measure of that construct.
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Table 3.1: Examples of the arcsine and logit transformations for percents. A
period (.) denotes that a value is undefined.

Arcsine Transformation
Percent Degrees Radians Logit Transform

0 0.000 0.000 .
5 12.921 .226 -2.944
10 18.435 .322 -2.197
20 26.565 .463 -1.386
30 33.211 .600 -0.847
40 39.232 .685 -0.405
50 45.000 .785 0
60 50.768 .886 0.405
70 56.789 .991 0.847
80 63.435 1.107 1.386
90 71.565 1.249 2.197
95 77.079 1.345 2.944
100 90.000 1.571 .

3.4 Transforming Ratio Scales

The major reasons for transforming ratio scales in neuroscience are to diminish
the effect of outliers (see Section X.X) or to transform data to approximate
a normal distribution. Several different transformations are available for ratio
scales. Some of the transformations given below are esoteric and are presented
here only for the sake of completeness. The most frequent transformation that
you should consider will be a log transform.

3.4.1 Logit Transform

A logit is the defined as the logarithm of the odds. If p is the probability of an
event, then (1 – p) is the probability of not observing the event, and the odds
of the event are p/(1 – p). Hence, the logit is

logit(p) = log

�
p

1− p

�
. (3.1)

The logit transform is most frequently used in logistic regression and for fitting
linear models to categorical data (log-linear models). Note that the logit is
undefined when p = 0 or p = 1.0. This is not a problem with either of the
two above-named techniques because the logit transformation is applied to a
predicted probability which can be shown to always be greater than 0 and less
than 1.0. Table 3.1 also gives the logit transform for a series of percents.
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3.4.2 Square Root Transformation

The square root transformation is simply Y =
√
X, although many statisticians

recommend the transformation Y =
√
X + 0.5, especially when the variable

has one or more 0s. It is often used for counts and for other measures where
group means are correlated with within group variances—a major problem for
the analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique. The square root transformation
is often encountered in biology because many biological variables—especially
counts—follow a Poisson distribution within groups (see Section X.X). Because
the mean of a Poisson variable equals the variance of the variable, group means
will always be correlated with within-group variances in this case.

3.4.3 Log Transform

A metabolic product is often the result of several different steps, each of which
may involve competitive binding. The typical mathematical process is essen-
tially multiplicative, giving rise to a lognormal distribution. The easiest way
to transform such data is to take the logarithm, giving Y = log(X). Because
variable X may legitimately be 0, the transform Y = log(X+1) is recommended
over the simple logarithm. Any base for the logarithm can be used, but base
10 is often used because of interpretability—a difference of 1 unit in a log10
transform denotes a 10-fold increase (or decrease).

3.4.4 The Power Transform

A power transform is also called a Box-Cox transform after the two statisticians
who developed it (Box and Cox, 1964). The mathematical equation for the
transform is

Y = (X+c)λ−1
λ , λ �= 0

Y = log(X + c), λ = 0
.

Here, c is an arbitrary constant chosen so that all scores (i.e., X+ c) are greater
than 0. The value of λ used in this equation is the one that transforms the data
closest to normality and must be found using computer algorithms. Many sta-
tistical packages have routines that will automatically fit a Box-Cox transform
to a variable, so there is no need to spend time describing how to perform that
fit.

3.4.5 “Normalizing” Transforms

We have seen how to find the area under the normal curve between negative
infinity and a particular score. What we call “normalizing” transforms do just
the opposite—they start with areas under the normal distribution and then
find the particular score that corresponds to that area4. The first step in these
transformations is to calculate percentile scores for the variable that is to be

4There is no conventional term for these types of transforms. We call them normalizing
because they are based on the mathematics behind the normal curve.
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Table 3.2: SAS code for producing a normalizing transformation using PROC
RANK.

PROC RANK DATA=lipids OUT=lipids2;
NORMAL=BLOM;
VAR triglycerides;
RANKS triglyceridesnormal;

RUN;

transformed. The percentiles are then treated as areas under a normal curve and
the appropriate score is then assigned. For example, let us take an observation
that it at the 5th percentile. The score in a standard normal distribution that
divides the bottom 5% from the top 95% of the distribution is -1.645. Hence,
that observation is assigned the value of -1.645. Despite their name, normalizing
transformations do not always guarantee a normal distribution.

Normalizing transformations are tedious to be done by hand, so computer
algorithms are recommended. In SAS the PROC RANK procedure with the
NORMAL option will produce normalizing transformations. The syntax for
producing such a normalizing transformation in given in Table 3.2

The procedure uses a data set call “lipids” and creates an output data set
“lipids2”. The variable “triglycerides” is normalized using a BLOM transforma-
tion and a new variable called “triglycerides_normal” is created.

3.5 References:

Box-Cox
Cronbach & Meehl
Mosteller & Tukey, 1977;
Velleman &
Wilkinson, 1993


